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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Authorities agree that children should acquire enough proficiency 
in spelling for everyday use . They a l so agree unanimously that the 
ability to spell correctly cannot be attributed to one factor alone, but 
is a combination of many factors. It would be much easier to discover 
the reasons for pupils ' inability to spell if the blame could be placed 
fairly and squarely on the lack of preparation in one specific area . 
An area to be explored which may result in better spelling is the 
field of homophones . A homophone is a letter or group of letters which 
could have the same sound as a different letter or different group of 
letters. 
The purpose of this study is to determine whether the directed 
teaching of homophones will improve spelling ability. 
-1-
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
1. Relationship of Reading to Spelling 
Specifically, the research in the field of reading and its effect 
upon spelling habits narrowsto four major premises: 
1. Inc idental learning of new spelling words may be due to previous 
learning or generalizations and transfer of skills already ac-
quired. 
2 . Previous contact with a word sometimes enables students to spell 
it without actual teaching. 
3. Higher spelling scores may be expected if a word is meaningful 
to a student. 
4. Reading for detail rather than for main facts may enhance 
spelling ability. 
In support of the statement that inc idental learning of new spell-
ing words may be due to previous learning or generalization and transfer 
ll 
of skills already acquired, we find that Pryor and Pittman suggest 
that incidental learning of spelling should be directed carefully and 
not haphazardly chosen. 
11 
In a similar study, Horn suggests that there is some incidental 
J../Hugh C. Pryor and Marvin Pittman, A Guide to Teaching of Spelling, 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1921, p . 141. 
1/Ernest Horn, "The Incidental Teaching of Spelling," Elementary English 
Review (January, 1937), 14:3. 
-2-
learning of spelling through reading , but whether it is efficient learn-
ing is debatable. 
ll 
Tyler further suggests that incidental learning is due to two 
factors. One is previous learning and the other is generalization of 
reading skills. These can work independently or both together . 
11 
Durrell states, "Word analysis may in fact be closely allied to 
spelling . . . . that exercises in word analysis may be given more profitably 
in connection with spelling lessons than with reading." 
ll 
In addition, Russell suggests that there may be a transfer of 
reading skills to spelling with guidance. 
!±I 
Scallan feels that in the intermediate grades the child may learn 
incidentally by meeting words in the reading program. 
5/ 
Keyser's- research states , "Word ana l ysis was superior to all 
methods of presentation in the transferring of reading skills to spell-
ing." 
To support the statement that previous contact with a word some-
1/Keith Tyler, Spelling Is a Secondary Learning, Bulletin, 1939, Number 
781 , Contributions to Education, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York , p. 1. 
£/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Ability , World Book 
Company , Yonkers -on- Hudson, New York , 1940, p . 200 . 
1_/David H. Russell, Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers, Bulletin , 
1937, Number 727, Contributions to Education, Teachers College, Columbia 
Unive r sit y , New York, p. 58. 
!±/Rita A. Scallan, A Study of the Effect of Reading on Spelling, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1947, p. 51 . 
~/Margaret Keyser, The Incidental Learning of Spelling, Unpublished 
Master ' s Thesis, Boston Universit y, 1948, p . 115. 
3 
1.1 
times enables students to spell it without actual teaching, Ashbough 
suggests that the number of presentations of a word independent of 
spelling practice or drill has some effect on a child ' s ability to spell; 
mnreover, that less effort is needed to master the word when it is pre -
sented. 
It is significant that Acomb suggests that contact with a word 
through reading will sometimes enable a student to recall it without 
special training in that word. 
ll 
Scallan's research indicates that children spell words that they 
have met berore with a higher per cent of accuracy than those that they 
have not seen previously. 
!!_I 
In a similar study, Hollingsworth gives evidence that there are 
66 2/3 per cent more misspellings in words that are unfamiliar to the 
student. 
21 
Pryor and Pittman substantiate the statement that higher spelling 
scores may be expected if a word is meaningful to a student, by comment-
ing that the chief claim for merit is that the spelling list used had 
real meaning to the student. That is, a student learns what is meaning-
J./E. J. Ashbough, "An Unsolved Problem in Spelling," Elementary English 
Review (January, 1934), 14:17. 
~/Alan Acomb , A Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading and Spell-
ing, Unpublished Master's Thesis , Boston University, 1936, p. 69 . 
l/Rita A. Scallan, op. cit., p. 51. 
!!_/Leta Hollingsworth, The Psychology of Special Disability in Spelling, 
Bulletin , 1918, Number 88 , Contributions to Education, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, p. 105 . 
2/Hugh C. Pryor and Marvin Pittman , op . cit., p. 46. 
4 
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ful to him . 
l.l 
In a similar study, Peake states, "There is a tendency for the 
high scores in spelling to accompany high scores in word meaning ... . 
Ability in these two subjects tends to accompany each other . " 
11 
Durrell feels that connecting the meani ng with the word is as 
much a factor in spelling as in reading. In connection with this he 
states: 
"1. There is little point in teaching a child to spell words 
that he cannot read unless spelling is considered a step 
in observation of word elements, a part of the word-
analysis program. 
2 . If the meanings are unknown, the child is simply spelling 
nonsense words that will never appear in his composition . 
He will forget the spelling of such words immediately." 
In support of the final statement that reading for detail rather 
ll 
than for main facts may enhance spelling ability, Russell's research 
reveals: 
"The normal spellers are superior to retarded spellers in 
both speed and accuracy of reading, whether the reading is for 
general comprehension or to note details, as defined by Gates ' 
tests. It seems that ability to read for detail, which in-
cluded specific word recognition and further word analysis, is 
more closely related to spelling ability than is reading which 
gets only the main facts. If the pupils are poor in word 
recognition they are poor in getting details and may be poor 
in spelling . " 
He feels that the ability to read for detail is more beneficial to 
spelling habits than reading for main facts. 
];_/Nellie Peake, "Relationship Between Spelling Ability and Reading 
Ability," Journal of Experimental Education (December, 1940), 9: 192. 
'1:./Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, World Book Company, 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1956, p. 279. 
1/David H. Russell, op. cit., p . 58. 
5 
2. Relationship of Phonics to Spelling 
ll 
Does training in phonics help children to spell? Hanna and Moore 
state: 
"There are definitely groups of words and syllables in the 
English language which belong in certain phonetic categories. 
The child should learn such group patterns inductively . He 
should eventually develop a sense of probable letter or letters 
to be used to represent the speech sounds as they occur in words 
belonging to group patterns!' 
Jj 
However , Horn suggests, "More evidence is needed to establish the 
desirability of sound- letter relationships, but the evidence that is 
available seems to justify considerable emphasis on phonics." 
11 
George Spache feels that there is ample evidence to conclude that 
phonetic knowledge and skills p l ay an important part in spelling ability . 
His evidence shows that poor spellers are characterized by a lack of 
analytical ability in attacking new words . 
!±I 
Further assurance is given us by Burrows that word analysis tech-
niques bear a measurable relationshi p to successful spelling ability in 
the elementary school. Burrows summarized separately sixteen research 
studies which were published during the last twenty years, all dealing 
1 / Paul Hanna and James T. Moore , J r ., "Spelling- - from Spoken Word to 
Written Symbol , " Elementary School Journal (J anuary , 1940) , p . llO. 
1/Ernest Horn , Teaching Spelling , Pamphlet, 1954, Number 3 , What Researc 
Says to the Teacher , Department of Classroom Teachers , American Educa-
tional Research Association of the National Education Association, 
Washington , D. C. , p. 89. 
I '}_/George Spache , "Spelling Disability Correlates I- - Factors Probably I 
Causal in Spelling Disability , " Journal of Educational Research (April, 
1941), 34:573. 
!±/Alvina Burrows, What About Phonics? Bulletin , 1953 , Number 57 , Associ -
ation for Childhood Education, Washington, D. C., pp. 10- 15. 
6 
ll 
with phonics as related to achievement in reading, with its beneficial 
consequences to spelling . Her findings would indicate: 
"The method of study is determined by the individual . 
Some children profit from seeing and hearing the parts that 
make up a word . Some need practice in the actual technique 
of setting the word down in writing. Others need help in 
enunciating clearly the words and syllables . " 
This interrelatedness of phonics, reading , and spelling was also 
]j '1:.1 
noted by Kottmeyer and Betts in their separate research studies. 
II The connection between these three subjects may also be due to the 
way children generalize as the result of past learning, rather than to 
ll 
specific practice . Gates feels that: 
"Recent evidence has been secured which points to the 
likelihood that children , whether aided or not , do tend to 
generalize to a considerable extent. The evidence is that 
when a pupil encounters a word whose spelling he has not 
mastered by a specific practice, he attempts to spell it on 
the basis of his past exper i ence with words similar in one 
or more respects . " 
~I 
Wells has analyzed the problem a step further than Gates. She 
is of the opinion that: 
"Analyzing phonetic combinations is quite helpful . For 
example if a word has an 'er ' sound and the child is unfamiliar 
with its spelling, he might be encouraged to write the word in 
various ways, using a different ' er ' sound with each subsequent 
spelling. That accomplished, the child himself analyzes the 
.1/William Kottmeyer, "On Relationship of Word Perception Skills in Read-
ing and Spelling," Education (May, 1952), 72:600 . 
1/Emmett A. Betts, "Interre lationship of Reading and Spelling ," Ele-
mentary English Review (January , 1945), 22 : 17. 
1/Arthur I. Gates, "Recent Experimental Attacks upon Certain Spelling 
Problems," Elementary English Review (January, 1937), 13:10. 
~/Dorothy P . Wells, "Today ' s Children Can Spell, " Elementary English 
Review (March, 1958), 35:183. 
7 
word to see which spelling looks the best. He then uses the 
dictionary for confirmation of spelling. This method estab-
lishes word awareness . 11 
Do all children generalize? With a warning that phonetic knowledge 
ll 
of spelling could lead to incorrect spelling , Carroll states: 
11Given the same words, a group of bright children will 
come much nearer to making phonetic translations than will a 
group of dull children. The reason for this trend evidently 
lies in the fact that the bright child possesses greater abil-
ity in recogn1z1ng phonetic elements in the new words which 
are identical with those which he previously used . 11 
Other writers feel that differences lie in the particular phonetic 
or unphonetic parts to be stressed in the learning of spelling words. 
11 
Tidyman and Butterfield are of the opinion that when a new spelling 
word is presented on the board, the child should note whether the word 
parts are spelled as they are sounded; he should recognize the familiar 
parts and concentrate his attention on the unphonetic hard part. 
More evidence that phonics is an indispensable aid to advancement 
11 
in spelling has been brought to light by Hildreth, who feels that the 
phonetic techniques that aid spelling are: (1) learning the commonest 
letter sounds, (2) identifying phonograms, (3) giving words distinctly 
and correctly , and (4) syllabicating . The pupils are given practice in 
listening to the sounds in words , breaking them into familiar sound 
parts , and constructing words by matching sounds with letters. Errors 
1 /Herbert Allen Carroll, Generalization of Bright and Dull Children (A 
Comparative Study with Special Reference to Spelling), Bulletin, 1930, 
Number 439, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, p. 44. 
]:_/Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield , Teaching the Language 
Arts, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1951, p. 352. 
}/Gertrude Hildreth, Teaching Spelling, Holt and Company, New York, 1955, 
p . 240. 
8 
are corrected by reviewing the sound-letter associations. The above 
steps enable the pupils to decide for themselves the correct sound and 
spelling or words which may be new or unfamiliar. 
Another writer feels that if too much stress is placed on isolated 
homophones apart from the words in which they appear, confusion will re-
1/ 
sult. Durrell says: 
"Calling attention to the particular spelling of sounds 
in certain words will help the child to select the right homo-
phone for the word. He will notice that the irth sound is 
spelled differently in birth, worth, and dearth. Not too much 
stress should be placed on the spelling of these sounds apart 
from the words in which they appear since overstress might re-
sult in confusion. Probably it is better to emphasize mean-
ings, uses and visual forms of such words, noticing the varia-
tion in spelling of sounds only as a peculiar deviation. 
"No amount of thinking or reasoning will help the child in 
selecting the right spelling in any homophone situation. The 
task seems to be that of enriching the imagery and meaning 
surrounding the word and of learning the word as a whole. The 
auditory pattern will give some help, indicating to the child 
that one of several spellings is used." 
There is more evidence to support the value of phonics as an aid in 
'];_/ 
spelling. McCall believes that listening-spelling lessons should show 
results in keener observation of word details which leads to improvement 
in word recognition and spelling. This type of directed study would 
help to eliminate the attempt by students to spell nonphonetic words 
ll 
phonetically. A study by Harris revealed these pertinent data. 
1/Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, p. 282. 
II 
'];_/Edith S. McCall, "Middle-Graders Need Phonics, Too," The Instructor 
(January, 1958), 62:14. 
'}_/Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, Longmans, Green 
and Company, New York, 1956, p. 256. 
9 
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ll 
Dolch also recognizes the value of phonics in the spelling lesson. 
He states: 
"The ideal situation for careful use of phonics is 
in the spelling lesson after the common often non-phonetic 
words have been covered. So 'teaching phonics right' also 
means teaching phonics in the spelling lesson." 
11 
Fleischman made an evaluation of a planned phonetic program. She 
stated that after twenty weeks of phonetic instruction in spelling , the 
tested group showed a notable decrease in spelling errors of phonetic 
elements. 
Further indication of the value of this type of phonetic program is 
11 
given by Briand, who supplemented the direct teaching of spelling with 
work in phonics. The phonetic exercises were presented three times a 
day for a ten-minute period preceding the spelling lesson. Several of 
these exercises tested and gave practice in visual as well as auditory 
discrimination. The emphasis was on the hearing-to-writing bond. 
''Write what you hear" was a direction frequently used. · 
Another writer discusses visual memory and spelling. In relation 
!±I 
to phonics and spelling, Sandmeyer states that visual memory is the 
1/E. W. Polch, "Am I Teaching Phonics Right?" Elementary English Review 
(April, 1957), 24:232. 
1/Jean G. Fleischman, The Evaluation of a Planned Phonetic Program on 
the Formal Introduction to Spelling in Grade 2, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1951, p . 66. 
1/Mary Briand, A Study of the Effectiveness of a Phonetic and Activity 
Approach to the Teaching of Spelling in Grade 4, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1956, p. 58. 
!±/Katherine H. Sandmeyer, "Spelling: Help or Hindrance ?" Elementary 
English Review (January, 1958), 35:44. 
10 
- 1/ 
most important factor in learning to spell words . Miller- enlarges 
upon her ideas after noting that the relationship between spelling and 
phonics was evidenced by the number and quality of misspelled words. 
She comments: 
"It was not at all surpr~s~ng to find these justifiably 
phonetic misspellings .... There was a sufficient body of 
phonetic misspellings to indicate that most of the pupils 
could sound out their words rather well. At the same time 
this evidence is a warning that we must lay great stress on 
teaching children to combine visual impression of a word 
with the sound of it ." 
3. Relationship of Intelligence to Spelling 
In discussing the relationship between intelligence and spelling, 
most authorities agree that there is a positive correlation; but this 
correlation is not as high as the one between intelligence and reading. 
11 ll !±I 
I n their studies, Spache, Betts, and Gates all found that the cor-
relation between spelling and intelligence was approximately .30 to .40. 
'll 
Terman concluded from his study of 1, 000 gifted children, "Show-
ing most independence of development, or least parallelism in its rela-
l/Janet M. Miller , The Improvement of Spel ling as a Tool in Written Ex-
pression , Bulletin, 1941, Number 20 , The National Elementary Principal, 
Department of Elementary School Principals, p. 496. 
];_/George Spache, op. cit. , p . 568. 
1/Emmett A. Betts, op. cit. , p . 17. 
!±/Arthur I. Gates, "A Study of the Role of Visual Perception , Intelli-
gence and Certain Associative Processes in Reading and Spelling," 
Journal of Educational Psychology (October, 1926), p. 442. 
2,/Lewis Terman , "Mental and Physical Traits of a Thousand Gifted Chil-
dren," Genetic Studies of a Genius, Stanford University Press, 1925 , 
Volume I, p. 362. 
11 
tion to all other traits measured, is spelling." 
li Although mental ability is recognized as a factor in determining 
II 
spelling ability , this factor alone cannot account for many of the dif-
ferences in spelling ability. Intelligence cannot guarantee that a 
1/ 
pupil will be a good speller, as is evidenced by Horn~s- findings: 
"Positive correlations have been reported between intelli-
gence and spelling , and children of low intelligence are very 
likely to be inferior in spelling ability . On the other hand, 
high intelligence does not guarantee superior spelling ability. " 
11 
And Hollingsworth had this to say about the difficulty in deter-
mining just how well a pupil will be able to spell because of his mental 
ability or lack of it: 
"The data here under consideration serve to show at all 
events , that children of the same Mental Age , the same Intel-
ligence Quotient , and the same school training may differ from 
each other greatly in ability to spell ; that a child of good 
intellectual quality may fall far below a child of poor intel-
lectual quality in spelling ability; and that it is unsafe to 
make a priori inferences about a child's general ability on 
the basis of his ability to spell, or about his ability to 
spell on the basis of his general ability . " 
Further investigations revealed that although intelligence is only 
one element in the sit uation, there is some evidence that pupils of 
higher intelligence have a better chance of learning to spell. Hil-
l/ 
dreth supports this by saying , "Bright children are more likely to de -
rive spelling of new words from others already known, whereas dull chil-
dren have a much less systematic approach in attacking new words. Brigh 
1:./Ernest Horn, "Spelling," Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
The Macmillan Company , New York , 1950, p. 258 . 
];_/Leta Hollingsworth, op. cit. , p. 15. 
3/Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R1 s , Cumberland Education Series, 
Educational Publishers , Incorporated, Minneapolis , 1947 , p . 488 . 
12 
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II 
children make better use of rules." 
ll 
Foran suggests the same qualitative differences between the 
]j 11 
spelling of bright and dull children. Both Carroll and Louttit came 
to the same conclusions in their research, and made the additional state-
ment that bright children have a marked superiority over dull children 
in phonetic generalization ability. 
In trying to define the characteristic errors of good and poor 
!±I 2.1 §./ 
spellers, Spache, Palmer, and Russell listed the following as 
definite factors in spelling ability: visual perception, phonetic abil-
ities, associative learning; and as these factors do include a group of 
complex skills, it seems possible that spelling ability is related to 
intelligence as much as to any other factor. In his experiment dealing 
ll 
with certain spelling problem5, Gates discovered that: 
"It appears that the good spellers do have a better plan of 
attack upon words and they reveal skill rarely shown by poor 
spellers in sizing up a word, spotting ttspeculiar difficulties 
and conducting their study in such a way as to develop a mastery 
of the outstanding spelling problem or problems in a particular 
word." 
1/Thomas George Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling, The 
Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. C., 1934, p. 201. 
£/Herbert Allen Carroll, op. cit., p . 54. 
'}_/Chester M. Louttit, Clinical Psychology, Harper and Brothers, New 
York, 1946, p. 283. 
!±/George Spache, "Characteristic Errors of Good and Poor Spellers," 
Journal of Educational Research (November, 1940), 34:182. 
2_/Mary E. Palmer, "Abilities Possessed by .the Good Speller," Elementary 
English Review (June, 1930), 7:149 .. 
~/David Harris Russell, op. cit . , p. 82. 
13 
l/Arthur I. Gates, "Recent Experimental Attacks upon Certain Spelling 
Problems," op . cit., p . 6 . 
~~==========================~F===== 
]) 
In her investigations, Townsend felt that spelling should not be 
considered a rote subject, and because of this she made the following 
observations: 
"It is too obvious for discussion, no doubt, that the limita-
tions of intelligence are significant for spelling just as they 
are for any other type of learning. Earlier opinion did not 
agree with this view, and many teachers still regard spelling as 
a matter primarily for rote memory, citing instances of pupils 
of limited capacity who have succeeded in spelling on this basis . 
Present-day practice, however, is to utilize general mental abil -
ity in encouraging pupils to discern letter patterns, infer deri-
vations and other linguistic elements in new words, and study 
with these factors as well as kinesthetic and visual habits in 
mind." 
There is little question about the fact that some children are 
better spellers than others because of native ability as well as many 
2:.1 11 
other factors . However, Fitzgerald and Dawson were quick to note 
that a certain amount of mental ability was necessary in order to really 
fl/ 
help a pupil to learn how to attack the spelling of a word. McGovney 
stated that when pupils of superior intelligence have difficulty in 
spelling, they also have difficulty with writing, phonetics, perceiving 
small differences in words, analyzing words, and associating the spoken 
word with the word or sound symbol . 
. !/Agatha Townsend, "An Investigation of Certain Relationships of Spell -
ing with Reading and Academic Aptitude," Journal of Educational Research 
(February, 1947), 40:468. 
£/James A. Fitzgerald, The Teaching of Spelling, Bruce Publishing 
Company, Milwaukee, 1951, p. 198. 
1/Mildred Dawson, Teaching Language in the Grades, World Book Company, 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1951, p. 239. 
fl/Margarita McGovney, "Spelling Deficiency in Children of Superior 
General Ability," Elementary English Review (June, 1930), 26:147. 
14 
4. Relationship of Visual Perception to Spelling 
Jj 
According to Hildreth, two of the chief mental processes that 
operate in spelling are perception and imagery. The best spellers are 
those who can retain an accurate impression of a word, associate the 
sound of the word with its visual image, and call up a clear visual, 
auditory, or kinesthetic image of the word when it is to be written . 
Correct spelling results from close attention to word construction, sen-
sitivity to slight similarities and differences in word forms, and drill 
on word difficulties. Sensing the length of a word, the number of syl-
labies, its derivation, recalling its sounds, recalling the muscular 
movement required in writing the word , and its inherent irregularities 
help the writer to spell the word correctly . 
'1) 
Foran says that visual perception is one of the most important, 
if not the most important , element in the combination of abilities by 
which learning is effected. To be able to see similarities and small 
differences in printed word forms is evidently the core of spelling 
ability. Learning of spelling is a total impression constructed from 
visual , kinesthetic, and auditory images, and the whole welded together. 
It becomes clear that the vivid presentation of the visual form of the 
word, pronouncing it, spelling the letters, and directing attention to 
their order are required. 
l/Gertrude Hildreth, Teaching Spelling, p. 480 . 
l/Thomas G. Foran, "Basic Psychology and Techniques in Spelling," 
Educat ion (February, 1937), 57:364 . 
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Two studies which point to the importance of the visual factor are 
!/ 11 
those of Gates and Chase and Mildred Templin. Gates and Chase com-
pared the spelling of deaf children with that of normal chi ldren of 
equal reading ability. From these data, it was concluded that the deaf 
owe their remarkable spelling ability to a peculiarly effective type of 
perceiving, or reacting visually to words. 
11 Templin analyzed the spelling errors made by three groups of 78 
normal hearing, 78 hard- of-hearing, and 78 deaf children. These chil-
dren were within the age range of six months, a grade placement of one 
year, and within a 15-point range on the Pintner Intelligence Test. The 
superiority of the deaf was indicated by the number of different words 
misspelled. The normal hearing misspelled 331 different words; the hard 
of-hearing, 293 different words; and the deaf, only 188 different words . 
Since the deaf and hard-of-hearing are handicapped from the auditory 
point of view, this would seem to be a strong point for visual percep-
tion in relation to spelling ability. 
The studies indicating that poor spellers are deficient in both 
ll ~/ 
auditory and visual ability were done by Hudson and Toler and Palmer. 
!/Arthur I. Gates and Esther H. Chase, '~ethods and Theories of Learning I 
to Spell Tested by Studies of Deaf Children," Journal of Educat ional 
Psychology (May, 1926), 17:300. 
]:_/Mildred C. Templin, "A Comparison of the Spelling Achievement of Nor-
mal and Defective-Hearing Subjects," Journal of Educational Psychology 
(October, 1948), 39:341. 
1/Jess S. Hudson and Lola Toler, "Instruction in Auditory Discriminat ion 
as a Means of Improving Spelling," Elementary School Journal (April, 
1949), 49:468. 
~/Mary E. Palmer, "Abilities Possessed by the Good Spellers," Elementary 
English Review (June, 1930), 7:160. 
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Hudson and Toler found that in a large group of fifth-grade pupils those 
in the upper fourth, with respect to spelling ability, made few mis-
spellings that could not be justified as phonetic. Misspellings of the 
lower fourth were nonphonetic . They concluded that these poor spellers 
were lacking in both auditory and visual discrimination. Hudson and 
1.1 
Toler agree with Murphy and Junkins that remedial instruction in audi -
tory and visual discrimination pays big dividends in the improvement of 
spelling. Research seems to indicate that specific training in auditory 
and visual discrimination may make a contribution to spelling success. 
In reviewing research in the cause of spelling usability, one finds 
']) 
evidence in accord with Foran ' s statement that "Inaccurate visual per-
ception may be a source of spelling disability . " 
In support of a combination of facts, auditory and visual percep-
tion, there is strong evidence indicating that these skills are inter-
related in relation to spelling ability. 
]/ 
The studies in perception conducted by Erdmann and Dodge indicate 
that words are perceived as wholes . They found that in using words, 
four or five times as many letters were read than when nonsense arrange-
ment was used . The use of peripheral areas of vision in word recogni -
tion tends to reinforce theory of perception of word wholes. 
1./Helen A. Murphy and Kathryn M. Junkins, "Increasing the Learning Rate 
in First Grade Children," Education (September, 1941), 62:38. 
±/Thomas George Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling, op . cit . 
p. 208. 
1/H. Erdmann and R. Dodge, "Visual Apprehension and Perception in Read-
ing, " Psychological Bulletin (1929), 26:229. 
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]) 
After careful study, Brook brought forth these theories: first, 
that words are perceived as wholes, which led to the development of word 
and sentence method of teaching reading; second, that letters and parts 
of words are perceived before the word as a whole. This final conclu-
sion was drawn: 11The matter of perceiving the printed language symbols 
is a progressive process which starts on low level with recognition of 
letters and pairs of words." 
'];./ 
Betts further states that the ability to visually discriminate 
between word forms is essential to reading success . 
ll 
Knock made a study on the influence of form of presentation in 
learning nonsense syllables . The results show that the combination of 
visual and auditory differs little from visual alone. 
!±I 
Reed also believes that 11 the combination of visual and auditory 
differs little from visual alone." 
Failure to remember visual form is a basic difficulty in spelling. 
The best method to overcome visual difficulty is the use of flash-card 
2.1 
word study. This is Durrell's feeling. 
])William F . Brook, 11Development of Higher Orders of Perceptual Habits 
in Reading, 11 Journal of Educational Research (March, 1930), 21:162. 
'];_/Emmett A. Betts, The Prevention and Correction of Reading Difficulties 
Row, Peterson and Company, New York, 1936, p. 273. 
1/Helen L. Knock, The Psychology of Elementary School Subjects, 
Ginn and Company, Boston , 1938, p. 65. 
!±/Homer B. Reed, "Value of Teaching Meaning in Spelling, 11 Psychology of 
Elementary School, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1938, p . 225. 
2/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Ability, p. 128. 
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Hill found that weaknesses and strengths in visual and auditory 
perception and motor coordination observed at kindergarten level do not 
appear to persist in the same children at the fifth-grade level. 
~~ I In 1925 Meek concluded that children use certain cues in learning 
to recognize words. Because of the close correlation between reading I 
and spelling, it is important to know her conclusions on the subject of 
word perception . She claims that word perception depends on the ability 
to select certain characteristics or dominant parts of a word by which 
it may be recognized. The following is a summary of her conclusions on 
this subject: 
"1. The children did hit upon certain letters or groups of 
letters for means of identification of words. 
2. The last two letters were more often used as cues than 
the first two or middle two letters. 
3. The initial letter was more often used as a cue than 
the final letter. 
4. The middle two letters were used least of all as a cue . 
5. Certain letters or groups of letters which have a 
peculiar formation, such as !• g, ll• £• ~. seem to be 
selected as cues. 
6 . There are scarcely any data on whether the geometric 
shape of the words is used as a cue. 
7. In general, the cue selected seems to be dependent upon 
the total situation which is set up." 
ll 
Nichols found a marked relationship between spelling achievement 
and the ability to detect similarities and differences in words. The 
1/Barbara Hill, The Persistence of Perceptual Functions Related to Read-
ing and Spelling, Unpublished Mas ter 's Thesis, Boston University, 1943, 
p. 49. 
~/Louise A. Meek, A Study of Learning and Retention in Young Children, 
Bulletin, 1925, Number 164, Contributions to Education, Teachers 
College , Columbia University, New York, p. 51 . 
l/Augusta M. Nichols, The Construction and Use of a Group Test for 
Analysis of Spelling Difficulties, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1947, p. 46. 
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correlation of .59 ·was found between spelling achievement and visual 
discrimination. 
5. Relationship of Auditory Perception to Spelling 
Auditory perception serves as a useful tool in spelling mastery not 
only by itself, but also in conjunction with other spelling aids . The 
importance of this phase in learning the spelling of a word should not 
be underestimated. The ability to hear and pronounce a word correctly 
by a pupil directly affects the way that pupil spells the word . 
ll 11 11 
Hatchett and Hughes, Durrell , and Foran all agree that among 
the most common spelling errors are those which occur as the result of 
hearing the word incorrectly or hearing the individual sounds in a word 
!±I 
incorrectly . Gates adds further, "Among the possible causes of specia 
difficulty may be the inability to give the most common sounds which the 
individual letters represent and the inability to blend the several 
sounds represented by the letters in a word .... 11 
~./ 
Furness believes that it is the teacher's duty to teach the 
sounds of these letters and blends as a stepping stone to broadening the 
pupils' knowledge of words. She adds: 
l/Ethel L. Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, Teaching Language Arts in 
Elementary Schools, The Ronald Press, New York, 1956, p. 265. 
1/Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, p. 280. 
1/Thomas George Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spel ling, op. cit . ~ 
p . 223. 
!±/ Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading, The Macmillan Company, 
New York, 1951, p . 295 . 
.2_/Edna L. Furness, ''Mispronunciations, Mistakes and Method in Spelling, 11 
Elementary English Review (December, 1958), 33:508. 
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"If a child is to become successful in spelling, one of 
his tasks becomes that of acquiring basic skills of pronuncia-
tion, articulation, enumeration and syllabication. In general, 
the teacher's task becomes not so much the development of pro-
nunciation as the correction of mistakes in spelling and the 
use of appropriate teaching methods to broaden the pupil ' s 
knowledge of words." 
Another educator recognizes the importance of correct pronunciation 
ll 
as a prerequisite to the learning of spelling . Hildreth ' s research 
points out that: 
"Reliance on pronunciation, phonetic clues and 'clang' 
association is indispensable in recalling how to spell words 
and in learning new words because spelling requires pronounc-
ing words by sounds and matching sounds with letters--'seeing 
the sounds' --so far as this is possible with English words. 
Auditory imagery, which is the ability to store up memory of 
sounds, must be developed in order to learn to write words 
correctly ... . Good spellers pronounce words accurately." 
The above-mentioned writers seem to concur that discrimination of 
sounds and associating sound and letter elements contribute to correct 
2:.1 
spelling. Zedler substantiates this statement by pointing out: 
"Since written spelling performance and speech-sound 
discrimination are positively correlated regardless of special 
training in phonics, pupils probably use speech-sound discrim-
ination to help them learn to spell whether they have been 
trained to do so or not. 11 
Another related area in which researchers have made significant in-
1/ 
vestigations is in the spelling abilities of deaf children. Spache, 
1/Gertrude Hildreth, Teaching Spelling, p. 38. 
'1:./Empress Young Zedler, "Effect of Phonic Training on Speech-Sound Dis-
crimination and Spelling Performance," Journal of Speech and Hearing 
Disorders (June, 1956), 21:246. 
]./George Spache, "Spelling Disability Correlates !--Factors Probably 
Causal in Spelling Disability," op . cit. , p. 563. 
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]) 
in commenting on the Gates and Chase study in which deaf children 
showed a superior spe l ling ability , states, "This evidence does not 
demonstrate that unrecognized losses are of no significance, but merely 
that gross losses are often met by compensation . " He goes on to say that 
the errors in which poor spellers exceed are due at least in part to 
lack of auditory discrimination . 
]j 
" Spache also concludes from a study of the spel l ing errors of 25 
I average spellers and 25 poor spe l lers in grades three to five that poor 
spellers are lacking in auditory discrimination, phonic skills , and 
knowledges. 
II In support of a combination of factors, auditory and visual percep-
tion, there is some strong evidence indicating that these skills are 
interrelated in their relation to spelling ability. 
The important role which auditory perception plays in spelling 
1.1 
Acomb obtained a cor-
II 
ability has been shown by many investigators. 
relation of .72 between spelling and auditory recognition of words . 
II From the relationship between auditory and visual memory span 
!±I 
tests, Quantz states, "The visual type of persons are more rapid 
readers than the auditory type . " 
!/Arthur I. Gates and Esther H. Chase , op. cit., p. 298 . 
.f./George Spache, "Characteristic Errors of Good and Poor Spellers , " 
op . cit . , p. 189. 
:J./Al l an Acomb, op . cit. , p. 61. 
!!_/J . C. Quantz , Problems in the Psychology of Reading , Monograph 
Supplements, 2 , 1897, Psychology Review. 
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It has been found that auditory perception assumes a more important 
ll 
role in some particular situations than in others . Gates and Chase, 
in a study of deaf children, found that with reading ability equal the 
deaf excel the normal children in spelling ability. 
~I 
Bond concludes, "It becomes apparent that some relation exists 
between the method of instruction and the extent to which auditory abil-
ities are factors associated with spelling disability . " 
l/Arthur I. Gates and Esther H. Chase, op. cit., p. 299. 
~/Guy L. Bond, Auditory and Speech Characteristics of Poor Readers, 
Bulletin, 1935, Number 657, Contributions to Education, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, p. 43. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The following procedure was used to determine whether teaching 
homophones would improve spelling achievement. 
The chronological ages and intelligence quotients of the pupils 
in Grades Two, Three, and Six were recorded as of December. 
In December, before starting the study of homophones, the Homo-
]) 
phone Test (see infra, pages 34- 35), the Stanford Kchievement Vocab-y-
ulary Test, Form K, and the Stanford Achievement Spelling Test, Form 
ll 
K, were given. 
The spelling tests were administered as follows: 
Grade Two -- Primary Form K and Elementary Form K 
Grade Three -- Elementary Form K and Intermediate Form K 
Grade Six -- Intermediate Form K and Advanced Form K 
This gave the pupils a much wider range in spelling. 
It was decided that twenty groups on the Homophone Test should be 
discarded, which would leave thirty groups to teach in the six-week 
period allotted for the study. The following thirty groups , which were 
judged the most suitable, were included in this study: 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5, 
!/Joseph F. Comerford, Perceptual Abilities in Spelling, Unpub lished 
Doctora l Dissertation, Boston University , 1954, pp . 138-142. 
~/Published by World Book Company, Yonkers -on-Hudson, New York. 
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6, 7, 10 , 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 31, 35, 36, 
37, 42, 43, 45, 47, 48, 50. 
One group of homophones was taught each day. At the end of five 
days the pupils were given two worksheets. Worksheet number one was 
devised to find out whether the pupils could recognize words that had 
the same sound as the word dictated by the teacher. Worksheet number 
two was devised to find out whether the pupils could recognize the 
words that had the sound spelled the same as in the word the teacher 
dictated . Samples of the teacher and pupil worksheets are given . The 
remainder may be found in the appendix. 
After the six-week teaching period, the previous three tests were 
again given to ascertain whether there ha d been any improvement . In 
the Spelling and Vocabulary Tests, Form L was given this time. 
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Presentation of Homophones 
1. Write the homophones on the board. Example: 
aid a de eighed 
Ask the pupils to make as many words as they can from these homo-
phones by adding beginning sounds, blends, or ending sounds . 
2. After the pupils have made their lists, the words may be written on 
the board by the teacher as the pupils dictate them. 
3 . Teacher may add words that the pupils do not think of or do not 
know . The meanings of the words should be clear. 
4. Teacher may put a mixed group of 25 words or more on the board and 
have the pupils put these words under the correct homophone. 
5. The pupils may work in groups of 2 or 3 saying the words to each 
other and giving the meanings of the words. 
These exercises should be done with each group of homophones pre-
sented to the class. One group of homophones should be presented each 
day, and the worksheets should be done at the end of five groups of 
homophones . 
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Teacher's Worksheet No. 1 
Directions: Circle all the words in the row that have the same sound 
as the one I say. 
Samples: Row x. eat (as in beat) say only stimulus sound. 
Row y. eek (as in peek) 
Row z. ate (as in late) 
Row 1. aid (as in paid) played, said, neighed, bread, glad, grade, 
laid. 
Row 2. eeze (as in squeeze) please, seize, feed, these, plays, fleas, 
treat. 
Row 3. ood (as in good) food, should, mode, stood, mood, would, cod . 
Row 4 . irth (as in birth) berth, mirth, dirt, catch, path, earth, 
worth. 
Row 5. air (as in fair) hare, part, prayer, chair, pear, pert. 
This worksheet can be used to correct the pupils' worksheets. 
The underlined words are the correct responses. 
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Pupil's Worksheet No. 1 
Directions: Circle all the words in the row that have the same sound 
as the one I say. 
Row x. cape, beat, deep, Pete, seek 
Row y. sale, rage, hike, cake, leak 
Row z. fit, straight, bait, eight, skate 
Row 1. played, said, neighed, bread, glad, grade , laid. 
Row 2. please, seize , feed, these, plays, fleas, treat. 
Row 3. food, should, mode, stood, mood, would, cod. 
Row 4. berth, mirth, dirt, catch, path, earth, worth. 
Row 5. hare, part, prayer , chair, pear, pert. 
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Teacher's Worksheet No . 2 
Directions: I am going to say many words that sound the same but are 
not spelled alike . Circle the words that are spelled the 
same as the word I say . 
Samples: Row x. eat -- Do you eat a good breakfast? 
(beet, beat, meet, seat, complete) 
Row y. peek -- Do not peek at any one's work . 
(weak , seek, peak, cheek, freak) 
Row z. late - - Don't be late to school . 
(made, eight, straight , ~' wait) 
After doing the samples , check to see that the pupils understand 
just what they are supposed to do. Do the rest of the worksheet the 
same way. Say word, dictate the sentence containing the word, and say 
the word again . 
Row 1. made I made the book (fade, raid, stayed , grade, afraid). 
Row 2 . paid He paid for the candy (neighed, played, raid, lemonade, 
laid) . 
Row 3 . please -- Please come to me (these, squeeze , ease, seize, fleas) 
Row 4 . stood -- He stood straight (would, could, good, hood, should) . 
Row 5 . pair -- Two of anything make a pair (rare, fair, stare, chair, 
prayer) . 
Row 6 . . should 
Row 7 . played 
We should not do that (would, hood, could, good, 
stood). 
The girls played games (strayed, laid, made, frayed, 
trade). 
Row 8. peas -- We grow peas in our garden (trees, bees, fleas, these, 
breeze). 
Row 9. mirth The song was full of mirth (mirth, berth, earth, birth, 
worth) . 
29 
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Row 10. hare 
Row 11. bees 
The hare took long jumps (prayer, pare, mare, pair, 
stare). 
The bees made a loud buzzing noise (these, ease, trees, 
sneeze , knees). 
This sheet can be used to correct pupils' worksheets. The under-
lined words are the correct responses. 
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Pupil's Worksheet No. 2 
Directions : Circle the words that are spelled the same as the word 
I say . 
Samples: Row x . beet, beat, meet, seat, complete 
Row y. weak, seek, peak , cheek, freak 
Row z. hate , eight, straight, mate, wait 
Row 1. fade, raid, stayed, grade , afraid. 
Row 2. neighed, played, raid, lemonade, laid. 
Row 3. these , squeeze, ease, seize, fleas. 
Row 4. would, could, good, hood, should. 
Row s. rare, fair, stare, chair, prayer. 
Row 6, would, hood, could, good , stood. 
Row 7. strayed , laid, made, frayed, trade. 
Row 8. trees, bees, fleas, these, breeze. 
Row 9 . mirth, berth, earth, birth, worth. 
Row 10. prayer, pare , mare, pair, stare. 
Row 11. these, ease, trees, sneeze, knees. 
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Directions for Administering Homophone Test 
You and your class are going to do this test together. You are to 
blacken the space before any group of letters that could have the same 
sound as the sound that I dictate. (The examiner's paper has the word 
that suggests the sound for the stimulus but is NOT spoken.) 
Examiner says , "Look at the samples x, y, z (put first sample on 
the board) . They are like the ones on your paper. Eat has the sound 
of (eat). Could ape have the sound of eat? (Wait for the answer.)." 
Do the other sounds under eat in the same way . 
"Let's try the second sample. While I am putting it on the board, 
you blacken the places you think are right. What spaces did you 
blacken?" 
Do the third sample in the same way. 
Then say, "Now you are going to do the rest in the same way . 
Listen to the sound that I dictate and then blacken the spaces in front 
of the letters that could have the same sound. Wait for the sound 
before you start . " 
32 
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Stimulus Words 
1. aid (as in paid) 26. ay (as in day) 
2. eeze (as in squeeze) 27 . eem (as in seem) 
3. ood (as in good) 28. un (as in until) 
4 . irth (as in birth) 29. ole (as in stole) 
5. air (as in fair) 30 . oard (as in board) 
6. urse (as in nurse) 31. ac (as in tack) 
7. ence (as in fence) 32 . ist (as in mist) 
8 . sion (as in occasion) 33 . um (as in bum) 
9. ite (as in bite) 34. 0 (as in so) 
10. een (as in screen) 35. ale (as in tale) 
11. i (as in bite) 36. all (as in tall) 
12 . ell (as in bell) 37 . eel (as in feel) 
13. ane (as in plane) 38 . ude (as in dude) 
14 . ire (as in fire) 39 . per (as in perhaps) 
15 . ought (as in bought) 40. ern (as in stern) 
16. old (as in cold) 4L ud (as in thud) 
17 . f (as in frame) 42. ode (as in code) 
18 . aze (as in daze) 43. erd (as in herd) 
19. uff (as in stuff) 44. ir (as in fir) 
20. sir (as in sir) 45. aws (as in claws) 
21. own (as in shown) 46 . n (as in not) 
22. eece (as in fleece) 47. ock (as in sock) 
23. each (as in peach) 48 . erl (as in sterling) 
24. eed (as in seed) 49. orne (as in home) 
0 25 . aint (as in paint) 50 . ose (as in hose) 
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21. own 22. eece 23. each 24. eed 
( ) owe ( ) ieee ( ) ach ( ) ead 
( ) one ( ) eese ( ) eech ( ) ede 
( ) oan ( ) eace ( ) ooch ( ) ide 
( ) oon ( ) ace ( ) eese ( ) ode 
( ) awn ( ) ice ( ) oach ( ) ed 
25. aint 26. ~ 27. eem 28. un ( ) ant ( ) uy ( ) earn ( ) an 
( ) eint ( ) eigh ( ) im ( ) on 
( ) oint ( ) ai ( ) em ( ) une 
( ) int ( ) oy ( ) erne ( ) one 
( ) ent ( ) ey ( ) ime ( ) urn 
29. ole 30 . oard 31. ac 32 . i st 
( ) owl ( ) ored ( ) at ( ) est 
( ) oul ( ) ood ( ) eck ( ) izzed 
( ) oll ( ) ord ( ) ack ( ) iest 
( ) oal ( ) ode ( ) et ( ) is sed 
( ) ol ( ) or de ( ) ok ( ) ast 
33. urn 34. Q 35. ale 36 . all 
( ) om ( ) eau ( ) al ( ) ol 
( ) ume ( ) ode ( ) eil ( ) aul 
( ) orne ( ) ew ( ) ol ( ) ale 
( -) ump ( ) ow ( ) ail ( ) awl 
( ) umb ( ) ough ( ) eel ( ) eal 
37. eel 38, ude 39. ~ 40 . ern 
( ) eal ( ) ood ( ) pur ( ) orn 
( ) ile ( ) eud ( ) pre ( ) earn 
( ) ell ( ) ud ( ) per ( ) yrn 
( ) eil ( ) ewed ( ) pro ( ) arn 
( ) el ( ) ued ( ) par ( ) urn 
41. ud 42. ode 43 . erd 44. ir 
( ) udge ( ) owed ( ) eard ( ) are 
( ) ood ( ) ewed ( ) ord ( ) ur 
( ) ude ( ) oed ( ) ird ( ) ire 
( ) ad ( ) ood ( ) irred ( ) er 
( ) od ( ) oad ( ) urd ( ) ar 
45 . aws 46. n 47. ock 48. erl 
( ) az ( ) an ( ) oc ( ) url 
( ) a use ( ) in ( ) ark ( ) irl 
( ) auze ( ) kn ( ) ook ( ) arl 
( ) ose ( ) gn ( ) OX ( ) orl 
( ) oze ( ) on ( ) awk ( ) earl 
0 
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49. ome 50. ose 
( ) eam ( ) oze 
( ) oim ( ) owes 
( ) omb ( ) ows 
( ) umb ( ) oes 
( ) one ( ) ose 
n 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to design and try out a series 
of exercises for teaching homophones to children of grades two , three, 
and six. 
The data were analyzed to determine the amount of gain in: 
l . Spelling 
2. Vocabulary 
3. Homophones 
The data were kept discrete for each grade level and are presented 
on the following pages , 
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Table 1. Chronological Ages of Children in Grade II 
No. Range Mean S .D. 
67 79-105 90 . 2 4 . 98 
The chronological ages in Grade Two range from 79 to 105 months 
with a mean of 90 . 2 or approximately 7 years and five months . 
Table 2. I.Q . of Children in Grade II 
No. Range Mean S .D. 
67 91- 150 115.37 12.54 
The I.Q. scores range from 91 to 150 with a mean of 115.37 . This 
mean I .Q. is indicative of a better- than- average population. 
Table 3 . A Comparison of Mean Spelling Scores on Stanford Achievement 
Test Forms K. and 1. - -Grade II 
Time No . Mean S . D. S.E .m Diff . S .E ·Diff. C.R. 
Dec. 67 31.852 14.19 2.0 
16.45 2.53 6.50 
Mar . 67 48.3 16.98 2 .39 
An examination of the above table shows a difference of 16.45 
between means. This difference yields a critical ratio of 6 . 50 which 
is statistically significant and indicat es carryover to spelling from 
the homophone exercises. 
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Table 4. A Comparison of Mean Vocabulary Scores on Stanford Achieve-
ment Test Forms K. and L . --Grade II 
Time No. Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff. S .E ' Diff. C.R. 
Dec. 67 21.9 8.19 1.02 
2.8 1.37 2 . 04 
Mar. 67 24.8 7.65 . 955 
The mean difference of 2 . 8 yields a critical ratio of 2 . 04 which, 
while not statistically significant at the l per cent level, is sig-
nificant at the 5 per cent level and indicates a carryover from the 
homophone exercises to reading at Grade Two level. 
Table 5. A Comparison of Mean Scores on the Homophone Tests--Grade II 
Time No . Mean S.D. S.E .m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
Dec . 67 60.79 15.24 1.89 
9 . 39 2 .47 3.80 
Mar. 67 70.18 12 . 87 1.60 
An examination of Table 5 shows a gain of 9.39 on the homo~hone 
test . This gain yields a critical ratio of 3.80 which is statistically 
significant . 
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Table 6. Chronological Ages of Children in Grade III 
No. Range Mean S.D. 
73 89-136 102 .45 13.62 
The chronological ages in Grade Three range from 89 to 136 months. 
The mean chronological age is 102.45 months, or 8 years and 5 months , 
which is normal for the grade level. 
Table 7. I.Q. of Children in Grade III 
No. Range Mean S.D. 
73 77-133 105 24.54 
The I.Q. scores range from 77 to 133 with a mean of 105 , which 
is normal. 
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Table 8. A Comparison of the Mean Spelling Scores on the Stanford 
Achievement Test Forms K. and L. in Grade III 
Time No. Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff. S.E.Diff . C.R. 
Dec . 73 48 . 69 20 . 79 2.57 
8.98 3.36 2.67 
Mar. 73 57.67 18.35 2.17 
The spelling scores at the third grade level increased by 8 . 98 
and this difference yields a critical ratio of 2.67 , which is signif-
icant statistically. The homophone exercises did carry over to spell-
ing achievement. 
Table 9 . A Comparison of the Mean Vocabulary Scores on the Stanford 
Achievement Test Forms K. and L. in Grade III 
Time No . Mean S . D. S .E .m Diff. S . E'Diff. C.R. 
Dec. 73 25 . 45 7.8 .93 
.12 1.01 .118 
Mar. 73 25 .33 3.17 .37 
The vocabulary score in March was only .12 better than in 
December and yields a critical ratio of .118, which is not statistical l 
significant . The work with homophones provided l ittle if any carry-
over to reading . 
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Table 10. A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Homophone Tests in 
Grade III 
Time No. Mean S. D. Diff. S .E "Diff. C.R. 
Dec , 73 67.60 28.40 3 . 35 
11 . 62 3 . 96 2.93 
Mar . 73 79.22 14 . 91 l. 76 
The gain in score on the homophone test was 3.96, yielding a 
critical ratio of 2.93, which is statistically significant . 
Table 11. Chronological Ages of Children in Grade VI 
No. Range Mean S.D . 
30 134- 148 139.90 1.99 
An examination of Table 11 shows the sixth grade children ranged 
in age from 134 t o 148 months with a mean C.A. of 139.9 months, or 
approximate l y 11 years and 6 months . 
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Table 12 . I .Q. of Children in Grade VI 
No . Range Mean S.D . 
30 87 -147 119.7 12.96 
The lowest I.Q. score was 87 and the highest was 147 . The mean 
of 119 . 7 combined with a mean C.A. of 11 years and 6 months is in-
dicative of a better-than-average population in the sixth grade studied . 
Table 13 . A Comparison of Mean Spelling Scores on Stanford Achieve-
ment Test Forms K. and L. in Grade VI 
C.R. Diff. Time No. Mean S .D. S.E. 
m S.E.Diff. 
Dec . 30 68.85 20.95 3 . 89 
5 . 98 5 . 98 1 
Mar. 30 74.83 24.55 4.55 
There was a gain of 5.98 points of raw score from December to 
March. This yields a C.R. of 1, which is not statistically significant. 
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Table 14. A Comparison of Mean Vocabulary Scores on the Stanford 
Achievement Test Forms K. and L. in Grade VI 
Time No. Mean 
Dec. 30 39.13 
Mar. 30 40.60 
S.D. 
3.35 
6. 91 
S.E. 
m 
.62 
1. 29 
Diff . S.E.Diff. 
1.50 1.43 
C.R . 
1.04 
The difference of 1.50 points on mean score yields a C. R. of 1 . 04 , 
which indicates the gain in vocabulary score is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
Table 15. A Comparison of Mean Scores on the Homophone Test in 
Grade VI 
Time No. Mean S . D. S.E .m Diff. S .E ·Diff. 
Dec. 30 74 . 80 15 . 12 2 . 81 
11.60 3.50 
Mar. 30 86 .40 11.25 2 . 09 
C.R. 
3 . 31 
An examination of the above table indicates a mean gain of 11.60 
from December to March. This difference yields a C.R . of 3.31, which 
is statistical l y significant . 
Since the writers felt that the material was better for brighter 
children, particularly at the primary level, it was determined to make 
an analysis of the upper portion of the population . 
In Grades Two and Three the chi ldr en were divided into quarters 
on the basis of I.Q. Means and standard deviations were computed for 
the upper quart i le on each of the three factors. 
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In Grade Six, since there were only thirty children, the means 
and standard deviations were computed on the upper half of the popula-
tion. 
The resulting data are presented in the following tables. 
Table 16. A Comparison of Mean Spelling Scores on the Upper Quartile 
on the Stanford Achievement Test Forms K. and L. in Grade II 
Time No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.Diff. C.R . 
Dec. 17 39.7 10.0 9 .93 
11.5 2.87 4.00 
Mar. 17 51.2 12 . 5 12.8 
The difference between means 39.7 and 51.2 is 11.5, which is 
statistically signifi~ant. 
Table 17 . A Comparison of Mean Vocabulary Scores on the Upper Quartile 
on the Stanford Achievement Test Forms K. and L. in Grade II 
Time No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.Diff . C.R. 
Dec. 17 27.7 5.0 6.93 
2. 0 .50 4 . 00 
Mar. 17 29.7 5 . 1 7.43 
The difference between means 29.7 and 27.7 is 2.0, which is 
statistically significant. 
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Table 18. A Comparison of Mean Scores on the Upper Quartile of 
Homophone Tests in Grade II 
Time No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E .Diff . 
Dec. 17 63.5 15.8 15.87 
9.20 2 .30 
Mar. 17 72 . 7 13.3 18.17 
The difference between means 72 . 7 and 63 . 5 is 9.20 , which is 
statistically significant . 
C.R. 
4.00 
Table 19. A Comparison of the Mean Spelling Scores of the Upper 
Quartile on t he Stanford Achievement Test Forms K. and L. 
in Grade III 
Time No . Mean S .D. Diff. S .E .Diff. C.R. 
Dec . 18 63 16 . 29 3 . 95 
6.17 5.12 1.20 
Mar. 18 69.17 13 . 29 3 .23 
The spelling scores of ·the upper quartile group increased by 6.17 
and this yields a critical ratio of 1.20, which is not significant 
s t atistically . 
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Table 20. A Comparison of the Mean Vocabulary Scores of the Upper 
Quartile on the Stanford Achievement Test Forms K. and L. 
in Grade III 
Time No. Mean S. D. S.E. 
m 
Diff. S .E ' Diff. C.R. 
Dec. 18 31.28 2.7 .66 
-. 06 . 89 .07 
Mar. 18 31.22 2.42 .59 
The vocabulary scores of the upper quartile group showed a dif-
ference of - .06. This yielded a critical ratio of . 07, which is not 
statistically significant . 
Table 21 . A Comparison of the Mean Scores on the Homophone Tests in 
Grade III of the Upper Quartile 
Time No. Mean S.D . S .E .m Diff. S.E.Diff . C.R. 
Dec. 18 69.34 14.25 3 .46 
5.83 4.59 1. 27 
Mar. 18 73.17 12.42 3.01 
The homophone scores of the upper quartile showed a difference 
of 5.83 yielding a critical ratio of 1.27, which is not statistically 
significant. 
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Table 22. A Comparison of Mean Spelling Scores of the Upper Half on 
the Stanford Achievement Test Forms K. and L. in Grade VI 
Time No. Mean S . D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
Dec. 15 81.34 22.05 5.90 
8 .41 8 . 66 . 97 
Mar. 15 89.75 23.70 6 .34 
The difference of 8.41 points yields a critical ratio of .97 
points, which is not statistically significant .. 
Table 23. A Comparison of Mean Vocabulary Scores of the Upper Half on 
the Stanford Achievement Test Forms K. and L. in Grade VI 
Time No. Mean S.D. S.E .m Diff. S .E ·Diff. C.R . 
Dec . 15 41 .47 1.82 . 49 
1.66 .59 2 . 81 
Mar. 15 43.13 1.29 . 34 
The difference of 1 . 66 points yie lds a critical ratio of 2.81, 
which is statistically significant. 
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Table 24. A Comparison of Mean Scores of the Upper Half on the Homo-
phone Test in Grade VI 
Time No. Mean S.D. Diff. S .E 'Diff. C.R. 
Dec. 15 80.80 10.83 2.89 
.38 4.02 . 09 
Mar. 15 92 . 60 10.45 2.79 
The difference of .38 points yields a critical ratio of . 09 , 
which is not statistically significant. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A series of exercises was designed for the purpose of teaching 
homophones. The data were analyzed to determine the effect of these 
exercises on achievement in spelling, vocabulary, and a knowledge of 
homophones. 
The results of the data for Grade Two are listed below: 
1 . The critical ratio of 6.50 is statistically significant and 
indicates carryover to spelling achievement from the exercises 
given. 
2. The critical ratio of 2 . 04, while not statistically significant 
at the 2 per cent level, is significant at the 5 per cent level 
and indicates some carryover to vocabulary. 
3 . The critical ratio of 3 .80 on the homophone test is statisti -
cally significant and indicates an increased knowledge of 
homophones. 
At the Grade Three level, the conclusions are as follows: 
l . The critical ratio of 2.67 indicates a statistically signi fi-
cant gain in spelling. 
2. The critical ratio of .118 is not statistically s i gnificant and 
indicates no carryover to reading at the third grade level. 
3. The critical ratio of 2.93 is statistically significant and 
shows that the children made excellent gains in knowledge of 
homophone elements. 
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A summary of the data for the sixth grade follows: 
1. The critical ratio of 1 . is not statistically significant and 
indicates very little change in the spelling ability of the 
sixth grade population. 
2 . The critical ratio of 1.04 is not statistically significant 
and shows only a small gain in vocabulary. 
3. The critical ratio of 3.31 is statistically significant and 
shows increased knowledge of homophone elements. 
The data were reanalyzed in terms of the upper quartile of the 
population in terms of I.Q. for Grades Two and Three. The following 
is a summary of the results: 
Grade Two 
1. The gain in spelling scores yielded a critical ratio of 4, 
which is statistically significant. 
2 . The gain of 2 points in vocabulary score yields a critical 
ratio of 4, which is statistically signi ficant. 
3. The gain of 9 . 20 on the homophone test score again yields a 
critical ratio of 4, which is statistically significant. 
Grade Three 
1 . Although the upper portion of children made a gain of 6.17 in 
spelling, the critical ratio is 1.20 , which is not statisti-
cally significant. 
2. The upper portion made a loss in raw score of . 06, which 
yields a critical ratio of .07 and is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
Boston University 
Soiwol of Educati.on 
Li brary 
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3. On the homophone test score the critical ratio is 1.27 , which 
is not statistically significant . 
Grade S ix 
1. The difference between the means on the spelling test yields 
a critical ratio of .97 , which is not statistically significant, 
2 . A comparison of the mean vocabulary scores shows a difference 
of 1 . 66, which yields a critical ratio of 2.81 and is statis -
tically significant . 
3. The ga i n in knowledge of homophones for Grade Six, upper half, 
is .38 and yields a critical ratio of .09, which is not 
statistical ly significant . 
Summary 
1. In general, the data are indicat i ve of the fact that the exer-
cises were more beneficial to t he second grade children , who 
made statistically significant gains in ~ery instance . 
2 . At t he third grade level the gain in spelling achievement was 
statistically significant and shows that the homophone exer-
cises were beneficial to primary children in the area of 
spelling ability. 
3. At the s ixth grade level the exercises should have been 
stepped up cons i derably to include far more difficult mater i al 
and use of the homophones . At the sixth grade leve l the mate-
rial really did nothing for the children at all. At the sixth 
grade level the mater i al as designed produced no marked change . 
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The writers felt strongly that the spelling tests on Forms K and 
L of the Stanford Achievement Battery contained few words with homo-
phone elements and , therefore, did not give the children an opportunity 
to show much of the power that they had gained. In further studies it 
is suggested that in addition to a regular spelling battery, special 
lists of words be prepared containing homophone elements in order to 
determine whether or not there is carryover to spelling. 
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Diroctionoa Circle ~11 the vordo that hevc the 6ame sound ao tbc w'r d 
tbe t I cu:!>y., 
Ro~ lo Teacncre aeye~ purse. 
po.roe, vclrse 11 ~!!!;.1. W!,tae,_ mwrze, .eonmei.'Ccfl ~a.r~~· 
Uow 2,. Teacher says,ten:Je. 
lena~ minea, oen~e, p~no, cento, fence, scrdu~ 
Row 3o Te~ebcr says, oecn. 
!ea.n,_ d!,!ne 2 dune, _({!'ec~5 lien, mine, fine. 
Rov 4~ Tc~eher ~&ye, myo 
uhcy, elcigh, 3\trrey, SiG,h, merry, ~' why .. 
Ro~ 5c Teacher aa.ye, lane .. 
atrein$ mai~ a.im, reiG2, couniain, aerene, ~o 
Th1e shec·ti rnn.y be used to eorrect the pupil' e ~Olrhehcct numbc ii' 3. The 
under· ~.ined "Word.<J ere the correct responace. 
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]iresti;ns: Sircle Jli 
-' . , _j +' !.... t YJ p S r. fTi C: S 0 i I n n {'! C, ·r 1 :.:.:. \:t! ~ r rl ! ;I . ') -j I ' '-'' ._) I....... \. '-A \,.) ... ~ .... ... ,_, ,\ "" - .,__j 
f\ow ID pcrse,ve rse~curse,worse, 
I 
commerce~ ~1e orse 
lens, mince ., • sense, ptms, cents~ 
fence 11 S,ends 
F\ov.· 3 c I e :. n i drr;ne, dune v gre~n, . 1en, 
mine, fine 
t' )1 e lA" \ri y J "" ' ~ ... 1 
. 
serc:ne s vf; 1 n 
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Tca.(;ber's ··~·l'ltshcet -.:o. 4~ 
Dizrcet!onD: Cf.rcl~ all the words· tlta.t have the sound Gl'elled tbc s u 
no,·;].. Te(l.ebcr eo.ya, purse., .-. J~nc !;JUt· the noney in llel' put·ae., - pW' e, 
v~:rac, D\.V.sc, bco.rGc, 'tiorae, CU!"!H~. 
Row 2» 'l'eachcr eays, te!lce 5 We hs:ve e. :fence arowul our hou.sce • f nee~ 
seuec, f~, e:ince, whence ~ quince 
Rc-:1 3.. Teacher say~:>, mco.n .... The tli tbh i.n our a tory Wi.\3 mean and cro£;s. - mean. 
Row ~ .. '!'ce.cher sa.ys, cry ... We cry when we ell"c hu:r-t. - cJ:y. 
buy, sigh, ~' nlr, tic. 
now 5. TeCi.cber DAyB, eo..ne .. Gro.ndf~ther lost h!~ CQ.ile .... CU.l!lCQ 
l!'eio 0 ere.ne, gain, deign, llW.ne .. 
nov 6. 'fea.cher 83.ys, high - We climbed a. high wounta.in. - high. 
Rohf 7. Teacher sa.ys, t3Yeiln ... I uill strain ·tllia ~oocl fox- the lm.lJy. - ... . a "ra.::-.n. 
Row s~ Teacher sayo, ~cnae - U~c comcon sense. • a2noe~ 
Row G .. Tee.~hcr su.ys ~ 'a.in r• Do you ha.vc n pain in you!' bac!t'i' ·· pcin~ 
Ro~ 10. Teacbe? snye, t~c • That is a pretty tie. - tie. 
This sheet may be used to correct puvil•s ~or~ohect number 4. The 
under lined t~orda are the col~rect ~·cspoaoo~ . 
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~, . t· ,....... i II .J..t ""' t' t ~tree tons: Glrc e 8 '~e wor~s ~o 
are spel led t~e S8me as the sound 
· t'n ,.... ' tn · e wo, o 
Row 20 sense 9 fence~ tense, whence, centso 
R o w 3 ·(l I e a n , s c r e ~ n 9 g r e e n 11 b e C) n 11 t e e n 0 
how IJ 0 buy 9 s i g i1 9 by f) s I y ~ t i e 0 
f\ow 50 retn 9 r:;rone~ 
. go1n, de i gn )l mcne 
r c.. + t' · ~,. r\O'N Uo ;ry 11 "ll9''s die 9 rye, ni gh 
Row 7 0 
...... 0 1 t . how · .. 0 ·2.nse. 9 cornrnence 2 cen S 9 1mmense~ 
defense 
Row 1,. sane f) . . . grctns VJrn, retgn 
.. 
Teacher's Workahe~t ~o. ~ 
Directions: Circle all ·tuc woru~J that have th(; sc.oc sot.trld a.:., the 
vord thn.t I say. 
Rot7 1. Teacher says, ought. 
drought, fort , fouj:.ht, tu.u:.~ht2 .I!.£!.tb .~<":!• port 
Row 2. Tea.chcr ea.ys, old. 
rolled, coal, so-tYcd, could, ~led, foaU:) ~..!! 
Ror. a. Teacher saye, if. 
cough, kept, E!.ill.' left, ~?~· rough, t.£_1 e Z!'!.I!,h 
Row 4. Teacher s,~ys , h!l.ze . 
face• ga;rs 9 ~· la..zy ~~~isy, ri!.isc '-J~C 
Row 5. ·reacher says, muff o 
This sheet may be UBi!d ·(.,, correct t,he pupil's wo~·ksl eet lh.:oher 5 .. 
Tbc underlined words a.rc the correct x-cspc..nsca., 
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• t ·r' 'i J' SlL 0 67 
D1r~ctione; Circl~ li. the. or<ls tuGt are ... pcll ... d .:.nc s?.. t s t .. c 
taut.~ brough!z._ 
Ro't'.· 2 .. 'I'eo.cheJ." suys~ ~r:ught ... He caught, C;;. .i~.sh in tac pomi.D rJ:i.Ufi:,ht. 
Row 4. Tea.ehe:;r se.ys, I old ... W~ vdll fold tne pape:;..·. - fold .. 
Row o. Tea.cllcr sn.ya, :resoled - He had. hi& shNl!.? :y',%oled.. - l·esol~u. 
Rc:h. '! .. Te .... cu~r says, photo .... We t:iJ.l tll.lr~ a £1hoto. - phot(J., 
Ro1v 8.. ·rca ohe:t· sa.;rs, e!lough ... That is enough for no".<. ... ennugh • • 
Ro17 9. Teache.:l.· sa.ys, dr,ya ... The {~:l.y~ a:re growing lon!!cr.. - da.ys,. 
This sheet eo.r:. he "~sed to ~Ol"!"cct tl~c p\\pil ~a W'OI'li:sheetc. The unt erL.m:.d 
lvorda arc the co:\'l:'eet r•~opon.e es. 
68 
69 
n .. n 
0 c e r ~ ... c • • 
•uer !.1 
' 
e~· clw I! !tc..c_. \,: ~ .e. ~-' 
. -' fle fe • 
----
rt· 
• f •..,cbe1· 'Je~ oe.t rcc, 
'"' 
e, J ...,~ f lees. 
-· 
'1er a., s, -ray r~ h". l.lu;)' ~::..t $ day_9 i • 
, [) . che · sa G \)(..: th hull di"~m, e ~ .:::E:..:: ' lean., b_~n.-.!. 
J. & e ·~~ b T ect pupil • vor s eet. •l' 
the co ·ect res 
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! 
·' 
• t 
t' 
I I 
, J 
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Te&~ler• ~or~~h et .o. 
Dh·e cti.on.CJ : Circle n 1 ,. il C' -"US ""h!.t a. >ll ;1 .... ...1.1 h< 
-
rP, ound 
as t.h( wor' ! r 
·' 0 
Row 1. Teacher ao vc, pl' ·t li' vO pl. ... y pltty 
~~1 we. , .!-s.e.z, gx·cy t .6£-~ 
ncr/ 2. 'l'ca.chel' ao.ys, s'eir. ! bJ. e n. <~ l {' h. a lei gt 
Ro~ 3. ~eo.chcr sav~~ r,T'~ • 
Fo' 4. Tea.chcr sa.y ... 1 sc' m - •s it seern co E.H C, 
_ .• ~~erne, !'rc , be.u • 
re us .... ~. of ll. ,."h ·. .. beo..r..: 
.he c, c· P t.tc!il, _dree.' t team 
-- -~ 
I'ol· 6. ca.che.t et: • 1 
.!. 2!:.!!.' 'll • on 
l\.OW 7. Teu.chor su.~rs 1 v ce p --ce. 
.. "rease, :. 
.Pen• ~. reacher sa,}e JH .;.1 . , ., o md • 
Rol 9. Tc cbcr sa} bor c- ~ ( • t, .r <1o , a ho t 
..,roe L, J 
n.o !0. 1'ea.cl e1 ·s o .... o · hC'ur ro<Ln" • r;r( n. 
W() ~ t.hcct. T''o muerlinf!cl 
1rords a.re thP correcL rP.pon~. 
72 
' ' 
t\ i e ce 

74 
Di eotions; Circle a.ll the wordB thc.t hnve tho eo d p 11 tl t 
in th vord that I aa~. 
75 
nor; 1. TeAcher says, hcllec - Thoy put hellcc on the floor - holloc • 
.!!L• ab:mno.c, jcck, black, tro.ck 
Row 2. Te chcr Days, pale- Thnt color i ~cr,y~le. -pale. 
po.il, r;!o.le, etn.lo, oe.le1 mo.il 
Row 3. Teacher a~ys, fail - Did you fnil in that teet? - f i • 
~ai19 ~il, veil, dale, tale 
n~ 4. lcacher eays, all • All the children ar here. - all. 
ho.ult doll, tall, cr :wrl, ~ 
Row 5. Tc&oler aaycp feel- Hov do yo feel? • feel. 
peel, rcel1 real, teal, steel 
now 6. Teacher says, owed - ne owed me money. - owed. 
sewed, r o\'1ed, anoved, toed, road 
Row 1. Tea.cher sa.ya, rodo .. He rode down the street. • rode. 
atrodc1 roed, toad, mode, mow~d 
Row 8. Tca.cher aa.ys, hoed - 2he fa.rmor hoed tbe £t.rden ... hoed 
roo.dp mowed, slowed, toed, le&d 
-
Row 9. Teacher sa~~, haul • ~hat truck own hAul o. lnrge 1 ad. ~ haul. 
ba.ll t ttaw!, ooll,ma.ul, ~ 
Row 10. Tea~her says, reel - TbAt is a rca! sn~e. - cal. 
~a.l, .29nl, fool , Imoele ceiling 
This sheet mny be used t o ~orrect. the pupil' a orkoheot. The under• 
lined words a.re ~he cor rect responses. 
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1 I • Q " ' 
r i r fj I e c I l + '1e v\ 0 r c s t 1 v c 
Pf I ed t(\8 SJme s in t'1e ore I y 
r.0. I. sc:c, Jlmcncc, j:Jck, bl~ck~ ac< 
KO'It 2 1 p a i l pale, st ... le, rr.' ,,., . mr. 1 , 
\0 \w 3. sa i I , t r J i I , ve i I , dele, tale 
R "\A' !.f 0 hou I ~ a o I I , to I I , craw I , c: I I 
·''.)If,' 1--J. p e"' I , ree I , re: I , s teo l , s+eel 
-
" sewed, rowed, sno\hed, toed, road '\ 01 0(' 
...... 7 c strode, road, tocd 11 mode, o· . mowec 
. 0~ Q ro:--r, mowed, slowed, toed, loud 0 
I I I 1'10 I J bcwl, b:~ll ~ m~ul" ~Jul 
, ' . I ,... . s t e,., I , p c: I , fee I , k n c 8 I , ce i I in g 
77 
1'co. · 1• t 
Directions: Circle nll 1 hc ~as t•nt h£ p 
, 
word t.n.t t I .c.:r 
Row 1 • Ten.eher sc~ys 7 here • 
cord, b,i_i2• ho.ru, hcD.rcl.!- .!..!..!}'..!£c , ... ~r d c'\.1rct. 
Row 2 .. Teo.t:hcr sa.ys, cl ~:·s. 
!lose~ c r~' s .. 
---
J,;,t- UZ_£ t a U -J. 
Row Teacher suys:; soc.lt. 
Row 4. Tea.che:· 311Y8 ~ stcrl~ .•. g 
llou· ::>. Teacher ac.ys 7 ho~: e. 
1'llis &llC'c" ~,j be uacu to cr.!' , c t tl '.' '1Upl l .o.(:. 1ee ~ • .l'ho uutt'l lined 
78 
~upil's ... or~sneet ~o .. II 
~irections: Circle Jl I 1~e ~ords t1Jt hJVe 
t'le some sound o5 t:18 'v'1IOr'd scy, 
i-\ow t c cor~, bird, h~rd ~ he·:r·d p st i r·red ~ 
t • t I 1rc-c, curGc 
Row 2c hose 9 doze, because, 
azure~ draws 
I 0 c-, P. g -. u z c 
- ,, !I • ...J ...., 1i 
G.ow 3c lo.rk:, book, box, hJlk:: c;~Ck 11 trotp 
cloa'< 
KO/v' V., sn.:;rl, curl» wnort, peJrl, coi!) 
whirl, sparkle 
~o~ 5~ blo~s~ owes~ those, doze, toess 
sows, sewso 
79 
Tca.cher'a li·orkalleet No. 12. 
Directions: Circle a.ll the worc.s tllat bmic the sound spelled the same 
as the word that I say. 
now 1. Teacher says, paws - See the eat's paws. - paws. 
gauze, 1~, claws, clause, c~use 
Row 2. Teacher says, lock - Did you lock tlle door? .. lock. 
hawk, squawk, r~, rock, occupy 
Row 3. Teacher sa.ys, twirl - The boy will twiltl the rope. twirl. 
~irl, pearl, s!!!!, hurl, 8terling 
Row 4. Teacher says, curl - Did the paper curl up? - curl. 
girl, furl, .!!:!!!:!,, peurl, twirl 
now 5. Teacher sa.ya, hose .. Turn on the hose. - hose. 
ro,vs , r.!!!,, those, toes, grows 
Row 6. Teacher says, bows - The girl has bows on her hair. - bows. 
mows, r~, clothes, slows, doze 
Row 7. Teacher says, toes - I have ten toes. - toes 
blows, hose, ~' goes, flows 
Row 8. •reacher says, cause - Viha.t is th1J cause of this? - ca.use. 
caws, clause, draws, because, pause. 
now 9. Teacher says, herd - What a large herd of cattle, ... herd. 
he~rd, purred, word, herd, stirred 
Row 10. Teacher says, bird .. That bird is u robin •• bird. 
stirred, shirred, spurred, t.h!.!:.£, gird 
This ahee.t may be used to correct tlle pupil 'a worlcsheet •• The under-
lined words u.rc the eo:rrc~t responses. 
Circle :,II 
sr.,P I Ie,d th€ ~1 
I 
. i 
I'V \.. S 
'"'ds "'hct 
t ~c v'ora 
I 
.., ·vo ll.J v 
tnat 
... , 
L. 
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.I 1.18 ' .'"\ I . ....;_ 
h o w ! g c u z c , I a '\1 s , c l 8 'N s , c I - u s e :; c c u s:; 
"' f) ,, 2 0 V) 0 w k , s c. u :Hv k I f I c 0 k J r 0 c k J ') c c u p y 
f-<ow 3~ girl, pecrl, swirl, 1u I, s+er!ing 
r o · : LJ • g i r I & f u r l , h u r' I r p e a r l , t Vv i r I 
~. o ,, 5 : r o w s , r o s e !l ~ '1 o s e , t o e s , g r o fv s 
r 
l'"\0 . 60 mows, rows~ clo+~es s slowsp dose 
t\ ') ~· 7 .. b I ow s , hose , foes , goes , f I ow s 
~, o w ~ c c w s ~ c I a u s e , d r a w s , b e c au s e ~ ~ u L: :::. _. 
.. a \J Cf :> he c r d ~ p u r r e d , w or d , ~ e r d s s t i r r e c 
f\o. 10 : stirred,. shirred, spur~ed~ t~1i .... c 
~ rd 
